Abstract: Gravitational lens time delays provide a means of measuring the expansion of the Universe at high redshift (and therefore in the 'Hubble flow') that is independent of local calibrations. It was hoped that many of the radio lenses found in the JVAS/CLASS survey would yield time delays as these were selected to have flat spectra and are dominated by multiple compact components. However, despite extensive monitoring with the Very Large Array (VLA), time delays have only been measured for three of these systems (out of 22). We have begun a programme to reanalyse the existing VLA monitoring data with the goal of producing light curves in polarized flux and polarization position angle, either to improve delay measurements or to find delays for new sources. Here, we present preliminary results on the lens system B1600+434 which demonstrate the presence of correlated and substantial polarization variability in each image.
Introduction
The Jodrell Bank-VLA Astrometric Survey (JVAS) and Cosmic Lens All Sky Survey (CLASS) observed over 16,000 flat-spectrum radio sources with the Very Large Array (VLA) at 8.4 GHz and identified 22 of these as gravitational lens systems through higher-resolution follow-up [1] . The flat-spectrum criterion was designed to select sources that were dominated by compact emission and which would therefore be (a) easily identifiable as lens systems and (b) likely to vary in brightness as a function of time. It was hoped that monitoring observations would allow the measurement of the time delays in many of these systems and thus allow multiple determinations of H 0 . However, despite many monitoring campaigns (the majority with the VLA at 8.4 GHz) time delays have only been measured for three of the 22 systems: JVAS B0218+357 [2, 3] , CLASS B1608+656 [4] and CLASS B1600+434 [5] .
The case of B0218+357 is interesting as the lensed source is highly polarized (≤10%) and the variability of the polarized flux density is particularly pronounced. Other JVAS and CLASS lenses are also polarized, but monitoring of the polarization seems to have been discounted by most observers as a method of measuring the time delay, probably due to the very low polarized flux densities involved and the need to include dedicated polarization calibrators during the typically short monitoring observations. B0218+357 therefore remains the only lens system for which a time delay has been measured using polarization data. However, given the fact that radio sources are often more variable in polarization than in total flux density, we have begun an analysis of archival VLA data to investigate whether these can be used to measure additional time delays via polarization variability.
B1600+434 (Figure 1 is a two-image lens system [6] for which time delays of 47 ± 6 days [5] and 51 ± 4 days [7] have been measured in the radio and optical respectively. However, no correlated A much more robust time delay has since been measured with further seasons of VLA monitoring [9] but the question arises as to whether the delay could have been measured more efficiently using polarization monitoring. The lensed source is polarized although this has received very little attention in the literature.
Here, we present a preliminary reduction of two seasons of the VLA 8.4-GHz monitoring data for B1600+434, including polarization. The first season corresponds to the unpublished data mentioned above, whilst the second season is the published data of Koopmans et al. [5] .
Materials and Methods
The data (corresponding to VLA programs AH593, AX004 and AF340) were downloaded from the VLA archive. The observations were made in the VLA 8.4-GHz standard continuum band during two seasons of monitoring between October 1996 and October 1998. This gives a total timespan of ∼750 days with a gap in the middle of nearly 300 days when the VLA was in its C and D configurations.
The data were calibrated using NRAO's Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS) following standard procedures. For the first season, the flux scale was set using the standard flux calibrator 3C 286, but in the second season this was instead accomplished using the Compact Symmetric Object (CSO) 1634+627 (3C 343). CSOs are dominated by the emission from twin lobes and should therefore be stable flux-density calibrators [10] .
The instrumental polarization (D-terms) of the first season's data was calibrated using the unpolarized source OQ 208 and the polarization position angle (PPA) with 3C 286. No traditional polarization calibrators were observed during the second season, but many calibrators were observed of which one (1943+546, also a CSO) proved to be unpolarized and could be used to solve for the D-terms. In addition, 1634+627 is weakly polarized (∼10 mJy) and was used to calibrated the PPA.
Although this is very weak compared to traditional PPA calibrators, it is significantly brighter than either image of B1600+434.
After calibration was complete, the Stokes I, Q and U flux densities of the two images of 1600+434 were measured using modelfitting to the u, v data in Difmap [11] and the polarized flux density, percentage polarization and polarization position angle formed from these in the usual way. The uncertainties on the I, Q and U measurements were set to the rms noise in the residual maps at each epoch and these were then converted into the errors on the polarization quantities using standard error propagation theory. A systematic flux-calibration error of 0.5 per cent was assumed.
Results
The measurements of the total flux density, polarized flux density, percentage polarization and PPA are shown in Figure 2 where the time delay (40 days) previously measured from the total-intensity data only [9] has been removed. In addition, the flux densities of image B have been multiplied by a factor of 1.2 and a 2 • offset subtracted from the PPA of image B. 
Total Flux Density
A separate analysis of the total flux density during the second monitoring season was already presented by Koopmans et al. [5] and we find very similar results, including the greater variability in image A which is believed to be due to microlensing in the ISM of the lensing galaxy [8] . Our analysis shows that the same effect is present in the first season's data which have never been published.
The linear decline in the total flux density during the second season meant that it was impossible for Koopmans et al. [5] to independently determine the time delay between the two images. However, an estimate of the flux ratio measured from the first season's monitoring (communicated by the team responsible for acquiring those data) did allow a relatively crude delay to be measured. Actually, a feature at day 700 is visible in both images, but in general the slow timescale of the variability coupled with the extrinsic variations in image A make measuring a time delay very difficult.
Polarization Data
In contrast to the total flux density, all three polarization light curves show significant variability on relatively short timescales. This is seen most clearly during the first season where the polarized flux density and percentage polarization alternately decrease and increase on timescales of ∼1 month. Similar behaviour is also observed in PPA. The second monitoring season also shows significant correlated variations in A and B. Shifting the curves by the current best-estimate of the time delay 40 days; Reference [9] demonstrates that the variations in the two images line up very well. Extrinsic variability in image A is not readily visible, but this may be due to the much lower signal-to-noise ratio of the polarization data.
Discussion
We have shown that significant short-term polarization variability (by a factor of two) was present during the first two seasons of monitoring of B1600+434 with the VLA, despite the total flux density displaying little correlated variability. It has been possible to measure this despite the very low polarized flux density (∼1 mJy) and a complete absence of standard polarization calibrators. The good correspondence between the PPA variations seen in A and B strongly suggests that the calibrator (1634+627) is also stable in PPA, although we strongly recommend that future monitoring campaigns include more standard polarization calibrators.
The results presented here are preliminary and we have not yet performed a rigorous analysis to determine the best-fit time delay and associated uncertainty. More 1600+434 monitoring data exist in the VLA archive and we intend to add these to our analysis. It is also our intention to analyse VLA archival data on other lens systems without robust time delays to search for variations in the polarization properties of each image. Very preliminary analyses of JVAS B1422+231 [12] and JVAS B1030+074 [13] suggest that such variability is ubiquitous.
